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ABSTRACT

Direct numerical simulations of a turbulent boundary layer flow over a bed of hemispheres of height h are performed using an immersed
boundary method for comparison with river biofilm growth experiments performed in a hydraulic flume. Flow statistics above the substrates
are shown to be in agreement with measurements performed by laser Doppler velocimetry and particle image velocimetry in the experiments.
Numerical simulations give access to flow components inside the roughness sublayer, and biofilm colonization patterns found in the
experiments are shown to be associated with low shear stress regions on the hemisphere surface. Two bed configurations, namely staggered
and aligned configurations, lead to different colonization patterns because of differences in the local flow topology. Dependence with the
Reynolds number of the biofilm distribution and accrual 7 days after inoculum is shown to be associated to local flow topology change and shear
stress intensity. In particular, the shear stress τ on the surface of the hemispheres is found to scale as μ u�=hð ÞRe0:26t , where Ret= u

*h/ν, with u* as
the log law friction velocity and ν as the fluid kinematic viscosity. This scaling is due to the development of boundary layers along the hemisphere
surface. Associated with a critical shear stress for colonization and early growth, it explains the increasing delay in biomass accrual for increasing
flow velocities in the experiments.
key words: turbulent boundary layer; river biofilm; roughness sublayer; canopy flow
INTRODUCTION

The epilithic biofilm, an aggregate set of phototrophic
organisms growing on the bed of rivers, plays an essential
role in the functioning of river ecosystems: storage of
nutrients, carbon and nitrogen cycle and nutrients resource for
higher trophic. To improve the modelling of hydro-ecosystems
such as the Garonne River (Boulêtreau et al., 2008), it is neces-
sary to introduce a functional compartment for the biofilm and
to adequately describe its interaction with the flow. This is
also true for improving the management of artificial water-
ways such as irrigation channels where the growth of
biofilm and its detachment can caused significant problems
(Fovet et al., 2010).
Hydrodynamics has been early recognized as one of the

most important environmental factors controlling stream
biofilm dynamics and structure and is considered the major
physical forcing on the biofilm (Reiter, 1986; Power and
Stewart, 1987; Biggs et al., 2005, 2008). Firstly, access to
nutrients for the biofilm is controlled by the thickness of the
diffusive boundary layer that develops in its vicinity, a layer
*Correspondence to: F. Y. Moulin, Institut de Mcanique des Fluides de
Toulouse, Universit de Toulouse, INPT, UPS; CNRS, Alle du Professeur
C. Soula, 31400 Toulouse, France.
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that is related to the flow water velocity field (see, e.g. Riber
andWetzel, 1987). Secondly, as water velocity increases, drag
force and skin friction exerted on the community control its
attachment ability (Biggs and Hickey, 1994; Biggs and
Thomsen, 1995). The effect of water velocity has been
analysed in a large number of studies, both in natural streams
(Biggs and Hickey, 1994; Uehlinger et al., 1996; Boulêtreau
et al., 2006, 2008) and in flumes (Ghosh and Gaur, 1998;
Hondzo and Wang, 2002). Only local flow conditions are
ultimately relevant for describing the forcing at biofilm scale,
and they are generally not easily inferred from mean bulk
velocities. Yet, in most of the field and laboratory studies on
flow–biofilm interactions, mainly for practical reasons and
for easy integration in large-scale flow modelling (using
shallow water equations), the flow characterization is global
and obtained either by measuring a ‘stream’ velocity defined
generally as an averaged value measured at z=0.4D from
the bottom, where D is the water depth (Biggs and Hickey,
1994; Takao et al., 2008), or by calculating a bulk velocity
from the flow rate Q divided by the river cross-sectional area
S (Cazelles et al., 1991; Kim et al., 1992; Biggs et al., 1997;
Claret and Fontvieille, 1997; Ghosh and Gaur, 1998; Battin
and Sengschmitt, 1999; Robinson et al., 2004; Luce et al.,
2010) or finally by using the flow rate Q directly (Matthaei
et al., 2003; Boulêtreau et al., 2006).



Very few field studies (see the review by Biggs et al.,
1998) attempted to characterize the flow close to the bed
(velocity measurements within 2mm of the substrata in the
study of Biggs et al., 1998, using hot-film anemometry).
These studies clearly showed that the near-bed velocities
were far better correlated to the biofilm dynamics than the
global flow velocities. As Biggs et al. (1998) pointed out
in their conclusion, ‘This suggests that it may not be possi-
ble to define clear velocity–biomass relationships in streams
with high relative roughness using standard flow-measuring
technology. This may also explain some of the wide varia-
tion in relationships previously reported in the literature
(Stevenson et al., 1996). “Under such conditions of high
bed roughness, a biomass–velocity function based on the
mean near-bed velocity is a more useful discriminator of
forces near the bed than shear velocity from the logarithmic
formula”. This statement, along with qualitative observa-
tions in field studies of the strong link between local flow
conditions and biofilm growth, supported the use of
mesocosms for a better quantification of the local flow con-
ditions and the link between biofilm dynamics and near-bed
flow characteristics. For river biofilms growing on artificial
or small-scale sediment beds, a vertical profile of mean
velocity and/or turbulent statistics is sufficient to describe
correctly the near-bed flow conditions, that is, down to the
top of the roughness sublayer where the flow becomes
strongly three dimensional (Florens et al., 2013). Such mea-
surements along vertical profiles were then successfully
used to investigate the relationship between hydrodynamics
and biofilm growth: Biggs and Thomsen (1995) studied the
resistance of different biofilm communities to increasing
shear stress, Nikora et al. (2002) quantified the impact of
growing biofilm on concrete on the turbulent boundary layer
structure and hydraulic roughness, and Hondzo and Wang
(2002) inferred a relationship between biofilm growth
dynamics and local flow conditions. In these studies, the
most striking result was the ability of the biofilm to modify
the turbulent boundary layer parameters, especially the
roughness length z0 (or, equivalently, the hydraulic rough-
ness ks, as ks≈ 32z0). However, because of the intrinsic three
dimensionality of the near-bed flow associated with the
presence of a roughness sublayer developing above large
rough substrates and biofilm itself, a methodological
improvement was necessary to describe correctly the flow
characteristics there. To this end, the pioneering work of
Raupach et al. (1991) for atmospheric flows over vegetal can-
opies was adapted by Nikora et al. (2002) to river flows by
promoting the now called double-averaged Navier–Stokes
equations (DANS), based on both temporal and spatial
horizontal averaging, a theoretical framework summarized in
Nikora et al. (2007a, 2007b).
The local interaction between the biofilm and the water

flow was not previously taken into account explicitly in
predictive models for biofilm biomass accrual. Most of these
models (Horner et al. 1983; Uehlinger et al., 1996; Saravia
et al., 1998; Asaeda and Hong Son, 2001) are indeed
conceptualized models of the main processes involved, which
can be summarized by an equation reading dB/dt=C+G�D
where B is the biofilm biomass,C the colonization function,G
the growth function and D the detachment function. In most
studies, the dependence of the right term functions with flow
conditions is expressed using bulk quantities such as the bulk
stream velocity or flow rate, mostly in the detachment func-
tion D. Recently, it was shown by Labiod et al. (2007) and
Graba et al. (2010) that taking into account the local character-
istics of the hydrodynamic through the turbulent boundary
layer parameters (the friction velocity u*, hydraulic roughness
ks and the displacement height d) led to better predictions than
when depth averaged hydrodynamic quantities (flow rate Q
and average velocity um) were used. The importance of local
flow conditions on biofilm growth and structure was also put
in evidence both in field study (Boulêtreau et al., 2011; Graba
et al., 2014) and in mesocosms (Moulin et al., 2008; Graba
et al., 2013). In the experimental studies in mesocosms of
Boulêtreau et al. (2010), Graba et al. (2010), Moulin et al.
(2008) and Graba et al. (2013), colonization patterns were
also shown to be strongly dependent on local flow conditions
at the bottom roughness scale, far inside the roughness bound-
ary layer, with preferential locations put in evidence during
the first week of biofilm colonization and growth for two
different substrate arrangements. Because the accrual rate in
the early stage of biofilm growth may be used as a functional
indicator for river systems, it becomes crucial to study the
dependence with local flow conditions at the substrate scale
in order to distinguish the effects of river use (contaminants
and anthropic inputs) from the effects of substrate and near-
substrate flow topology. However, access to the velocity field
near the colonized substrates is extremely difficult, even with
particle image velocimetry (PIV) or LDV measurements in
mesocosms (like in Moulin et al., 2008; Graba et al., 2013;
or Nikora et al., 2002). Such measurements only give access
to the upper part of the three-dimensional roughness sublayer,
because of metrological or security limitations.
Fortunately, biofilm in the colonization and early growth

stage remains thin enough for its impact on the flow dynam-
ics around the substrates to be negligible, and numerical
solvers can be used to perform direct numerical simulations
of turbulent boundary layers of flows in mesocosms even at
large Reynolds number. Such simulations provide flow
components in the region above the hemispheres, where
experimental measurements are available for compari-
son, and also deep inside the canopy region, where
three-dimensional flow topology drives the colonization
and early growth of biofilm. A suitable numerical ap-
proach is to use an immersed boundary method (IBM)
to describe the hemispheres and fine meshes to capture



Figure 1. Hemisphere pattern configurations: (a) aligned in the firs
experiment (see Boulêtreau et al., 2010) and (b) staggered in the
second experiment (see Moulin et al., 2008). The flow direction

is from left to right
the finest scales of the turbulence. An IBM was recently
implemented in the JADIM numerical solver developed
at IMFT, Toulouse, France (see Calmet and Magnaudet,
2003, and Bigot et al., 2012), and this code was then
chosen to perform the numerical simulation presented
in the present study.
This study was conducted with two main objectives: (i)

perform fully resolved 3D numerical simulations at high
Reynolds number of turbulent boundary layer flows over a
bed of hemispheres with the same flow parameters as in
the studies of Boulêtreau et al. (2010), Graba et al. (2010),
Moulin et al. (2008) and Graba et al. (2013) and (ii ) deter-
mine the relation between the local flow conditions and the
specific colonization patterns observed experimentally in
these two studies in order to improve the modelling of bio-
film colonization and early growth.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experiments

Experimental setup. To study, under controlled
hydrodynamics conditions, the dynamics of epilithic river
biofilm, two experiments were performed in an indoor
laboratory flume at IMFT. Water flow can be partially re-
circulated in the Garonne River in order to avoid nutrient
limitation while controlling the hydrodynamical
conditions. The experimental flume was built with
Plexiglas sides (10mm thick) and a PVC base (20mm
thick). The flume is 11m long, 0.5m wide and 0.2m deep,
with a 10�3 slope. A first pump continuously supplies
water from the river to the outlet reservoir (3300 L), and a
second submerged pump supplies water to the inlet
reservoir (1500 L) with a fixed flow rate Q. The water
flows between the two reservoirs through the experimental
flume by gravity. The suspended matter present in the
Garonne River water was eliminated by two centrifugal
separators and was then filtered. Illumination was supplied
by three sets of 1.6m-long horticultural fluorescent tubes,
in a 12-h day : 12-h night photoperiod. For all experiments,
the biofilm was saturated in light and nutrients in order to
limit the influence of these parameters on its growth. The
bottom of the flume was completely covered by artificial
hemispherical cobbles of sand-blasted polyurethane resin.
The artificial cobbles were Φ= 37 mm in diameter and
h= 20mm in height.
The distribution of hemispheres at the bottom of the tank

is different in the two experiments, as shown in Figure 1,
and will be named aligned and staggered for the first and
second experiment, respectively, according to the classifica-
tion of Coceal et al. (2006). The staggered configuration is
obtained by a 90° rotation of the aligned configuration. In
the first experiment (see details in Boulêtreau et al., 2010),
t

a mean bulk velocity of 0.22m/s and a water depth
D= 13 cm were prescribed using a flow rate Q = 14.5 L/s.
Flow measurements yield a friction velocity of 2.8 cm/s on
nude hemispheres. In the second experiment (see details in
Moulin et al., 2008, and Graba et al., 2013), the flume was
adapted to have three different flow conditions by modifying
its width and depth. With a flow rate Q = 6 L/s, three
mean bulk velocities (0.10, 0.275 and 0.405m/s in the cor-
responding LV or low-velocity, IV or intermediate-velocity
and HV or high-velocity sections) were generated, with a
water depth D equal to 12.5, 8.5 and 5.5 cm, respectively.
The friction velocity values inferred from flow measure-
ments were respectively equal to 0.85, 2.61 and 4.49 cm/s.
The flow regime in the IV section was chosen in order to
generate a turbulent boundary layer with the same friction
velocity u* as in the first experiment.
The experiments are code named in the form of LV, IV

and HV as a reference to values of the friction velocity
around 1, 2.5 and 4.5 cm/s, respectively, and A or S for the
aligned or staggered configurations, followed by a number
indicating the aspect ratio D/h, where D is the water depth
and h the hemisphere height. With this convention, the flow
in the first experiment will be referred to as IVA6.5, and the
three flow regimes in the second experiment as LVS6.5,
IVS4.25 and HVS2.75. The same code will be used for the nu-
merical simulations described later.

Flow measurements. In the first experiment (see Graba
et al., 2010), velocity components were measured at the
centerline of the flume by laser Doppler anemometry
(LDA), in a section equipped with glass windows located
at 8m from the flume entrance. Measurement points were
situated at heights varying from 20 to 120mm from the
bottom with a space step 2mm between z= 20 and 50mm
and a space step 10mm up to z= 120mm along three
vertical profiles chosen to estimate double-averaged
quantities as defined by Nikora et al. (2007a). For each
measurement point, a 4-min acquisition of around 104



instantaneous longitudinal and vertical velocity components
u and w was performed, in order to achieve sufficient
statistical convergence of mean quantities (time-averaged
velocity components U and W) and turbulent quantities
[the root-mean-square (RMS) values of the turbulent
longitudinal and vertical fluctuations urms and wrms, and

the mean turbulent shear stress u′w′ ]. Following the
methodology of Nikora et al. (2007a), double-averaged
quantities, that is, quantities averaged in the two horizontal
directions and noted with brackets <…>, were then
estimated using space averaging with weight factors of 1,
2 and 1 for the measurements in the three vertical profiles,
in agreement with the geometric arrangement of the
hemispheres. In the second experiment (see Moulin et al.,
2008, and Graba et al., 2013), velocity components were
measured near the centerline of the flume by PIV in two
vertical planes in the middle of the tank (one
longitudinally aligned plane just at the top of the
hemispheres, and another one 1 cm apart) in the three
different sections. Each vertical plane yields 120 vertical
profiles along around 8 cm, that is, two hemisphere
diameters in the streamwise direction. Sequences of
around 1000 decorrelated image pairs were treated and
time averaged to extract reliable estimations of the flow

statistics (U, W, urms, wrms and u′w′ ). Double-averaged
quantities were estimated by spatial averaging along the
streamwise direction and between the two vertical planes.

Biofilm algal composition, biomass and distribution. In the
first experiment, the inoculum was prepared by scraping
biofilm from pebbles collected in southwest France
streams [Arige (09) and Gave de Pau (05)] and rivers
[Garonne (7) and Tarn (8)], in order to obtain very diverse
epilithic biofilm communities. Fifteen pebbles of average
size of 10 cm2 were randomly selected for the inoculum
preparation. The biofilm suspension obtained by scraping
was crushed and homogenized (tissue homogenizer) in
order to get as close as possible to grazer-free initial
conditions (no macrofauna). The algal community in the
biofilm that grew on the pebbles was almost completely
dominated by diatoms. The two dominant taxa along the
whole experiment were Fragilaria capucina and
Encyonema minutum, which represented, respectively,
64% and 19% of the total community during the initial
growth stage (before 30 days after inoculum). More details
are given in Graba et al. (2010) on the algal composition
of the biofilm.
In the second experiment, the same protocol was adopted

for the flume seeding, except that only the pebbles from the
Garonne River were used. In this experiment, the analysis of
algal communities was performed only at the end of the ex-
periment, 37 days after inoculum. The dominant species was
Melosira moniliformis (O.F.Muller) Agardh in eight of the
nine samples (taken along the three contrasted flow
conditions) between 14.32% and 26.95%, followed by F.
capucina var. mesolepta (Rabh) Rabenhorst that was even
dominant in one sample (24.06%). More details are given
in Graba et al. (2013) on the algal composition of the
biofilm. The difference between the biofilm algal composi-
tion in the two experiments might be due to differences in
the seeding sources but more likely due to differences in
the physicochemical parameters (temperature and nutrients)
because the experiments were run in very different seasons
(the first experiment began in mid-January whereas the sec-
ond experiment began at the end of September).
In the first experiment, other biological measurements

(biomass and phytoplankton) only began 2weeks after inoc-
ulum, but colonization patterns were recorded using an
uncalibrated digital camera from the beginning of the exper-
iments. In the second experiment, upper view images of the
artificial cobbles were taken daily through a Plexiglas
window in the three sections (HV, IV and LV) using a digital
camera (Nikon D1 model, 2000 × 1312 pixel resolution), with
constant illumination provided by a flash and a reflective
artificial pattern in the camera view used to renormalize the
image intensity. Besides, 7 days after inoculum, four cobbles
were selected randomly in each of the three HV, IV and LV
sections, away from the edges, and dried (80 °C, overnight)
to obtain the dry weight of biofilm on each hemisphere.

Numerical simulations

Numerical approach. The governing equations for an
unsteady incompressible flow with negligible gravitational
effects are the Navier–Stokes equations reading

∇�u ¼ 0 (1)

∂u
∂t

þ u∇u ¼ � 1
ρ
∇pþ ν ∇� ∇uþ ∇uð ÞT� �

(2)

where u denotes fluid velocity, p pressure, ρ density and ν
kinematic viscosity of the fluid (ρ and ν are constant
throughout the present work). The spatial discretization of
Equations 1 and 2 is made on a Cartesian, three-
dimensional, orthogonal structured mesh. The discretization
makes use of a staggered grid, and Equations 1 and 2 are
integrated in space using a finite-volume method with
second-order accuracy. The time-advancement algorithm
used in the JADIM code has been described in details by
Calmet (1995). Briefly, a mixed third-order Runge–Kutta/
Crank–Nicolson scheme is used to compute advective and
viscous terms while incompressibility is satisfied at the end
of each time step via a projection method for which a
Poisson equation is solved.



In the JADIM code is implemented an IBM based on the
method proposed by Yuki et al. (2007). This method em-
ploys a body force proportional to a solid volume fraction
for coupling the solid and the fluid. It allows for the simula-
tion of high-Reynolds-number flows in the presence of fixed
or moving objects of arbitrary shape. Here, the immersed
boundary is defined by the volume fraction of the solid
denoted α, which is equal to 1 if the cell is completely in
the object and 0 otherwise, and 0< α< 1 if the cell is
crossed by the immersed boundary. The expression of α de-
pends on the shape of the object. Here, a hyperbolic-tangent
function is used as a surface digitizer for computing the
volume fraction. The detailed calculation of α used in the
present work can be found in Yuki et al. (2007). In the pres-
ent case, we assume a no-permeability and no-slip condition
at the motionless immersed boundaries (representing the
cobbles), so the mass and momentum equations can be
written in the new form

∇�u ¼ 0 (3)

∂u
∂t

¼ �∇Pþ H þ f (4)

H ¼ �u∇uþ ν ∇� ∇uþ ∇uð ÞT� �
(5)

where P ¼ p
ρ and ν =μ/ρ. Note that Equations 4 and 5 are

similar to the Navier–Stokes equation 2 with the exception
of the last (body force) term f. This new term allows to mod-
ify the velocity field so as to take into account the presence
of the immersed boundary. The simplified time-advance-
ment scheme for u between time t= nΔt and t= (n + 1)Δt, n
being the time increment and Δt the time step, is the
following.
We first calculate a fluid predictor velocity eu

eu ¼ un þ Δt �∇Pn þ Hnð Þ (6)

We then compute the body force f as

f ¼ �αeu=Δt (7)

and update the fluid predictor velocity by

eunþ1 ¼ euþ Δtf (8)

Note that for cells inside the solid hemispheres, α =1; thus,
according to Equations 7 and 8, f ¼ �eu=Δt and eunþ1 ¼ 0, so
as expected, there is no motion inside the hemisphere. For
cells far from the hemispheres, f = 0, so the velocity field
is unaffected by the immersed objects. Finally, the projec-
tion method is applied in order to obtain the new velocity
field un + 1 satisfying the incompressibility constraint, un + 1

being obtained from eunþ1.

Numerical setup. Before performing numerical simulations
with the same conditions as for the two experiments, the
numerical approach was validated in a configuration
similar to that investigated here, namely a rough turbulent
boundary layer over a bed of cubes. The results were
compared with those obtained with a different method by
Coceal et al. (2006). This corresponds to a turbulent
Reynolds number Ret based on the height h of the cubes
and the friction velocity u�p of Ret ¼ u�ph=ν ¼ 500 . The
friction velocity u�p used here is based upon the constant
pressure gradient ∂P/∂x chosen for the numerical
simulation, defined by ∂P=∂x ¼ �ρu�2p =D, where D is the
height of the domain. This pressure gradient is imposed
along the streamwise direction in order to ensure the
establishment of a fully developed turbulent boundary
layer after about 200T, where T ¼ h=u�p is an eddy
turnover time (equal to 2.17 s here). Following Coceal
et al. (2006), the mean turbulent characteristics quantities
were then obtained by averaging the next 700 temporal
samples with a time interval of T, in order to ensure
sufficient statistical convergence. Simulations with
different grid resolutions showed that a grid size Δ = h/16
(where h is the cube height) was sufficient to obtain the
same results as Coceal et al. (2006). Such a grid size
roughly corresponds to 8η, where η is an estimated
Kolmogorov length scale based upon the value of the
maximal mean velocity gradient at the top of the cubes
and the friction velocity u�p, following the same formula as

in Coceal et al. (2006) for ε, namely ε≈2:5u�3p =h . This
value of 8η for the grid size was then adopted as a
reference to perform simulations of the turbulent boundary
layer over a bed of hemispheres in the present study.
Figure 2 shows a plan view and a three-dimensional view

of the computational domain used in the different runs of
staggered and aligned configurations (the configuration be-
ing defined by the flow direction). The bed of the domain
is covered by cobbles of radius h, regularly and periodically
positioned according to the corresponding experiments. The
runs are code named with the same rule as for the experi-
ments. The longitudinal and transverse lengths for the calcu-
lation domains were chosen so that the autocorrelation
functions for the longitudinal velocity component would
drop below 0.15, in order to capture the effect of the largest
turbulent structures in the flow (Kim et al. 1987).
For all the simulations, periodic boundary conditions are

imposed along the streamwise and spanwise directions; a
free-slip condition is set at the top of the domain whereas
a no-slip boundary condition is imposed at the bottom and
on the cobbles. The flow is generated and maintained by a



Figure 2. Plan and 3D views of numerical computational domain. The minimal pattern is framed by a square
constant streamwise pressure gradient equal to�ρu�2p =D. The
grid size was chosen in order to capture spatial scales down to
8η (where η is the Kolmogorov scale) above the canopy with
at least five points in the free surface boundary layer (follow-
ing Calmet, 1995), and between 4 and 6η in the canopy.
The colonization patterns were quite similar in the second

experiment for IV and HV regions of Moulin et al. (2008)
and Graba et al. (2013). Because a simulation with the same
flow parameters as in HV experiment would have been
extremely costly, because of high value of the friction veloc-
ity, we decided to perform numerical simulations only for
LV and IV flows. The confinement was different in the
two experiments for IV flows (IVA6.5 and IVS4.25), so we also
performed a run for a staggered configuration with the same
confinement as in the first experiment, namely IVS6.5, for
which no experiments have been performed. This case will
be used to discriminate effects of Reynolds number and
confinement on the local flow topology. The value of the
pressure gradient that drives the flow in the numerical simu-
lations was prescribed by choosing a value of u�p equal to the
value of the experimental friction velocity u�exp inferred from
measurements in the two experiments (values given in
Graba et al., 2010, and Moulin et al., 2008, respectively),
that is, u�p ¼ u�exp . All the run parameters are summarized
in Table I for the four runs presented in this study, that is,
LVS6.5, IVS4.25, IVS6.5 and IVA6.5.
Double-averaging method

For turbulent boundary layer flow over a rough surface, the
presence of roughness generates a strong inhomogeneity of
the flow in the so-called roughness sublayer close to the
bed. To cope with this apparent complexity, Raupach et al.
(1991) introduced a double-averaging procedure that con-
sists in making both a time and a space averaging in the
horizontal directions. It was then adopted by many authors
to describe rough turbulent boundary layers (Finnigan, 2000;
Cheng and Castro, 2002; Pokrajac et al., 2007; Mignot
et al., 2009) and formalized by Nikora et al. (2007a) to infer
the so-called DANS. In this approach, prognostic variables,
ψ, are decomposed into three components, reading

ψ
→
X ; t

� �
¼ ψh i zð Þ þ ψ

→
X

� �
þ ψ′ →

X ; t
� �

(9)

Applying the double-averaging technique to the velocity
component, ui, gives

ui ¼ Ui þ eui þ u′i

where Ui zð Þ ¼ uih i is the time and space averaged velocity,
referred to here as the double-averaged velocity, eui x; y; zð Þ ¼
ui � uh i ¼ ui � Ui zð Þ is the spatial variation of the time mean
flow, referred to as the dispersive component, and
u′i x; y; z; tð Þ ¼ ui � Ui � eui is the turbulent fluctuation. The
overline denotes a time average, and the angle brackets denote
a spatial average in horizontal directions x and y. As detailed
in Nikora et al. (2007a), applying time and spatial averaging
to the mass and momentum Equations 1 and 2 yields the
DANS, valid at any height z and reading

∂ uih i
∂xi

¼ 0 (10)

∂ uih i
∂t

þ uj
� � ∂ uih i

∂xj
¼ � ∂ P

� �
∂xi

þ 1
ρ
∂τij
∂xj

þ Di (11)

τij
ρ
¼ � u′iu

′
j

D E
þ ν

∂ uih i
∂xj

� eui euj� �
(12)



Table I. Numerical model and runs parameters

Runs Parameter Symbol Value Units

LVSH6.5 Computational grid dimensions Nx ×Ny ×Nz 88 × 96 × 138 –
Domain dimensions Lx ×Ly× Lz 7h× 8h× 6.64h m
Initial duration – 200T s
Time samples N 600 –
Eddy turnover time T 2.17 s
Friction velocity u�p 0.85 cm/s

IVAH6.5 Computational grid dimensions Nx ×Ny ×Nz 144 × 128 × 188 –
Domain dimensions Lx ×Ly× Lz 8h× 7h× 6.64h m
Initial duration – 100T s
Time samples N 500 –
Eddy turnover time T 0.76 s
Friction velocity u�p 2.42 cm/s

IVSH6.5 Computational grid dimensions Nx ×Ny ×Nz 140 × 160 × 204 –
Domain dimensions Lx ×Ly× Lz 7h× 8h× 6.64h m
Initial duration – 100T s
Time samples N 464 –
Eddy turnover time T 0.71 s
Friction velocity u�p 2.61 cm/s

IVSH4.25 Computational grid dimensions Nx ×Ny ×Nz 128 × 144 × 128 –
Domain dimensions Lx ×Ly× Lz 7h× 8h× 4.25h m
Initial duration – 100T s
Time samples N 496 –
Eddy turnover time T 0.87 s
Friction velocity u�p 2.15 cm/s

Common parameters Kinematic viscosity ν 1.002 × 10� 6 m2/s
Density ρ 1000 kg/m3

Hemisphere radius and height Φ/2 and h 1.85 cm
Di ¼ 1
V

∫∫

Sint PnidS� 1
Vf

∫∫

Sint ν
∂ui
∂n

dS (13)

where Vf is the volume occupied by the fluid, Sint is the surface
area of the obstacles within the averaging volume V, ni is the
unit normal pointing from Sint into Vf and ν is the kinematic
viscosity. The spatially averaged total stress τ13 (or, equiva-
lently, τxz) is obtained fromEquation 12 and contains the usual

Reynolds stress u′w′
D E

, the viscous stress ν∂ uh i
∂z and the disper-

sive stress euewh i.

τ13
ρ

¼ � u′w′
D E

þ ν
∂ uh i
∂z

� euewh i (14)

The dispersive stress represents transport of momentum by
spatial variations in the horizontal plane. Within the canopy
volume V, the drag term Di in Equation 13 includes the form
drag and the viscous drag.
In the numerical simulations, all the terms of the DANS

are available, whereas in experiments, dispersive terms are
not always accessible or poorly estimated because of low
spatial sampling in the horizontal directions (Florens et al.,
2013). In many experimental studies, the turbulent boundary
layer is therefore investigated only in the inertial sublayer
far above the roughness elements, where dispersive terms
are negligible. However, as shown by Castro et al. (2006)
and Florens (2010), the universal log law for the turbulent
boundary layer extends far inside the roughness sublayer
and may even exist only there in very confined flows.
RESULTS

Turbulent boundary layer above the hemispheres

Friction velocity for the log law. Direct comparison of the
double-averaged vertical profiles for the flow conditions of
LVS6.5 obtained in the second experiment (PIV
measurements) and the numerical simulation reveals that
the values are systematically larger in the experiment than
those in the simulation. The reason for this discrepancy is
due to an inappropriate tuning of the pressure gradient in
the numerical simulations. As pointed out by Florens
(2010), the friction velocity that scales the log law in a
confined flow is different from the friction velocity that
could be inferred from the wall shear stress τp. Because
the pressure drag in the numerical simulations is directly
related to the wall shear stress, the friction velocity u�p is
different from the velocity scaling for the log law (noted
u�exp in the experiments).



Following the conclusion of Florens (2010) that the right
friction velocity scale for the vertical profiles of flow statis-
tics is given by the value of the total stress τ13 at the top of
the canopy (or linearly extrapolated to z= h), we chose to
scale all the flow statistics by this value, named u�z¼h from
now. Following Florens (2010), the value of u�z¼h is deduced
from u�p by the formula u�z¼h ¼ u�p 1� h=Dð Þ. With this scal-
ing, dimensionless profiles for the numerical simulations get
closer to those of the experiment (Figure 3), but a small dis-
crepancy persists. Indeed, the value of the friction velocity
inferred from laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) or PIV
measurements in the two experiments (Moulin et al., 2008;
Graba et al., 2010) was taken as the value of the Reynolds

stress < u′w′ > alone, following the conclusions of Castro

et al. (2006). Because the vertical profiles of < u′w′ > are
linear in the upper part of the flow and weakly curved near
the top of the hemispheres (Figure 3), the contribution of the
dispersive stress would yield larger values of the total shear

stress τ13, larger than < u′w′ > at z=h. Linear extrapolations

of the vertical profiles of < u′w′ > at z=h were then used to
estimate u�z¼h from the experimental measurements, leading to
a 15% increase of the actual friction velocity (i.e.
u�z¼h≈1:15u�exp). The relevance of this new estimation method
is demonstrated by the collapse of dimensionless flow statistics
for the experiments and the numerical simulations in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Comparison of numerical and experimental results for LVS6.5. Ver

(b) the RMS of streamwise velocity

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
< u′

2
>

q
, (c) the RMS of vertical vel

data normalized byu�exp oru
�2
exp (squares □); experimental data normalized by

numerical data normalized by u
Log law parameters. As shown by Florens (2010), a log law
persists even for confined flows over a rough bed, as long as
the vertical profiles of double-averaged mean longitudinal
velocity < u > are considered, which reads

< u >

u�
¼ 1

κ
ln

z� d

z0

� 	
¼ 1

κ
ln

z� d

ks

� 	
þ 8:5

where κ = 0.41 is the Karman constant, d the displacement
height, z0 the roughness length, ks the equivalent hydraulic
roughness related to z0 by the simple relation ks= z0exp
(8.5κ)≈ 32z0 and u* the relevant friction velocity, that is,
u� ¼ u�z¼h as discussed earlier.
Vertical profiles of double-averaged longitudinal velocity

< u > in the numerical simulations were used to calculate
these log law parameters. Firstly, the quantity
exp κ < u > =u�ð Þwas plotted as a function of z to determine
the range of validity of the log law behaviour < u > =u�. A
linear regression was then performed on the validity range to
calculate d and z0 because exp κ < u > =u�ð Þ ¼ z� dð Þ=z0.
As observed by Florens (2010), the validity range begins
just above the top of the hemispheres, z= h, and extends
through the roughness sublayer up to z = 1.3� 1.4h,
depending on the confinement. Values for the log law
validity range and log law parameters are given in Table II
for the numerical simulations, along with values inferred
tical profiles of (a) the double averaging longitudinal velocity< u >,

ocity

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
< w′2 >

q
and (d) the Reynolds stress< u′w′ >. Experimental

1:15u�exp or 1:15u�exp
� �2

(becauseu�z¼h≈1:14u�exp, see text) (circles o);

�
z¼h or u

�2
z¼h (solids lines –)



Table II. Comparison of the log law parameters for the turbulen
boundary layer in numerical simulations and experiments

Flow
type

Log law
parameters

Numerical
simulation Experimen

LVS6.5 u�p (cm/s) 0.86 –
u�exp (cm/s) – 0.85
u�z¼h (cm/s) 0.79 –
zupLogLaw=h 1.21 1.54
d/h 0.88 0.81
z0/h 0.025 0.020
ks/h 0.80 0.63

IVA6.5 u�p (cm/s) 2.4 –
u�exp (cm/s) – 2.8
u�z¼h (cm/s) 2.2 –
zupLogLaw=h 1.56 1.3
d/h 0.84 0.56
z0/h 0.021 0.055
ks/h 0.68 1.74

IVS6.5 u�p (cm/s) 2.6 –
u�exp (cm/s) – –
u�z¼h (cm/s) 2.4 –
zupLogLaw=h 1.16 –
d/h 0.87 –
z0/h 0.022 –
ks/h 0.70 –

IVS4.25 u�p (cm/s) 2.1 –
u�exp (cm/s) – 2.61
u�z¼h (cm/s) 1.9 –

zupLogLaw=h 1.17 1.32
d/h 0.88 0.76
z0/h 0.022 0.025
ks/h 0.72 0.79

Experimental values are those cited in Graba et al. (2010) for the first exper
iment (aligned configuration) and Moulin et al. (2008) for the second exper
iment (staggered configuration). Upper limit of log law validation range
zupLogLaw , displacement height d, roughness length z0 and friction velocity
u�z¼h . u

�
exp is the value of friction velocity cited in Graba et al. (2010) and

Moulin et al. (2008).
t

t

-
-

from experimental measurements as given by Graba et al.
(2010) and Moulin et al. (2008).
As for log law parameters, the largest discrepancy

between experimental and numerical results is found for
the IVA6.5 flow regime. For this configuration, flow measure-
ments were performed by LDV, but as indicated in Graba
et al. (2010), the friction velocity was inferred from the pro-

files of urms instead of the profiles of < u′w′ > , and the
values of the log law parameters are quite sensitive to the
choice of u* for the linear regression and to the spatial reso-
lution of measurements in the log law region. Indeed, in
Graba et al. (2010), the values of d and z0 9 days after
inoculum are closer to the results from the numerical simu-
lation, with the values of d/h and z0/h equal to 0.71 and
0.032, respectively. Because the biofilm is not developed
enough to strongly modify the turbulent boundary layer,

these values obtained with the profiles of < u′w′ > may
be more relevant for comparison with numerical results.
For experiments with PIV measurements, the accordance
with the values inferred from the numerical simulations is
far better. We shall come back to this point in the discussion
section.
Three-dimensional flow topology near the hemispheres

Mean velocity field in the roughness sublayer. The three-
dimensional topology of the mean flow components u , v
and w is completely different for the staggered and aligned
configurations. Horizontal cross-sections at z = h/2 and
vertical cross-sections in the midplane of a hemisphere
have been plotted in Figures 4 and 5 to illustrate the most
striking features of the three-dimensional flow.
In the aligned configuration, high longitudinal velocities

are found along alleys at around y=h ¼ ±
ffiffiffi
3

p
=2≈±0:9, which

correspond to the half distance between hemisphere align-
ments (Figure 4a). A recirculation vortex forms in the rear
of the hemisphere, taking shape of a horseshoe vortex,
whose vertical cross-section yields the vortex cores visible
in Figure 4a at (x/h= 0.9, y/h = ± 0.25) and in Figure 5a at
(x/h = 1.1, z/h = 0.85).
In the staggered configuration (Figures 4b–d and 5b–d),

there are no more preferential alleys for the flow between
the hemispheres, and fluid particles have to meander
between successive hemispheres. The impingement of flow
in front of each hemisphere generates a stagnation point
whose vertical position is easily deduced from Figure 5b–d.
The flow topology at the rear of the hemisphere is less obvious
than that in the aligned configuration. Indeed, some
recirculation occurs between two successive hemispheres,
limited laterally by the meandering of the high-velocity flow
region. This recirculation is formed by the downward motion
at the front of the hemisphere, below the stagnation point
[Figure 5b–d, around (x/h=� 1, z/h=0.5)], and joins an up-
ward motion at the rear of the hemisphere located upstream
[Figure 5b–d, around (x/h=+1, z/h=0.7)]. This upward mo-
tion detaches from the rear of the hemisphere just before
reaching its top. This detachment, associated with the detach-
ment of flow at the top of the hemisphere, generates a very
small low velocity region just behind the top of the
hemisphere [Figure 5b–d, around (x/h=+0.6, z/h=0.9)]. In
vertical planes away from the midplane plotted in
Figure 5b–d, the near-top low velocity region moves gradu-
ally downward, forming a crown at the rear of the hemisphere.

Flow conditions close to the hemispheres. To investigate
the imprint of this flow topology near the hemispheres, the
radial gradient of mean tangential velocity was calculated by
(i) interpolating in spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) the mean
velocity flow components obtained on the Cartesian grid, (ii)
calculating the mean tangential components uθ and uϕ , and



Figure 4. Mean horizontal velocity field (u, v) in a horizontal plane located at z/h= 0.5 for (a) IVA6.5, (b) IVS6.5, (c) LVS6.5 and (d) IVS4.25. The
velocity components have been non-dimensionalized by the friction velocity u�z¼h
(iii) performing a linear regression on the three closest
points to the hemisphere, located at r/h = 1.05, r/h = 1.10
and r/h = 1.15, respectively (adding a zero velocity
condition on the hemisphere surface at r/h=1). This method
yields an accurate estimate for the radial derivative of the
mean tangential velocity utr ¼ ∂ uθeθ þ uϕ eϕ

� �
=∂r , the

norm of which will be referred to as mean local velocity
gradient urt defined by urt=∥utr∥. In this region close to
the hemisphere, the components of the turbulent stress

tensor u′iu
′
j were far smaller than the viscous shear stress,

so that this mean local velocity gradient urt is directly related
to the total local shear stress on the hemispheres τ by τ =μurt.
Top views of the distribution of tangential velocity

shear for aligned and staggered configurations are plotted
in Figure 6. In the aligned configuration (Figure 6a), the
imprint of the horseshoe recirculating vortex generates
indeed two symmetric stagnation points at the front of
the hemisphere, located around (x/h = –0.7, y/h = ±0.5)
in Figure 6a, linked together by a low shear stress line
that crosses the vertical midplane around x/h =�0.6,
visible also around (x/h = –0.6, z/h = 0.85) in Figure 5a.
The imprint at the rear of the hemispheres takes the form
of a low shear stress region with less contrasted condi-
tions than that at the front of the hemisphere. In the stag-
gered configuration (Figure 6b–d), the stagnation point at
the front is clearly put in evidence (at x/h = –0.7, y/h = 0),
while the low velocity region at the rear of the hemi-
sphere generates a crown-like pattern on the hemisphere.
Contours of the mean local shear stress τ (=μurt), normal-

ized byμu�z¼h=h, have been plotted in Figure 7 in grey levels.
The stagnation points and low shear stress regions are easily
identified in these figures. For staggered configurations
(Figure 7b–d), the patterns are almost identical for IVS4.25
and IVS6.5, whereas for LVS6.5, the low shear region at the rear,
associated with the upward motions due to the recirculation
flow, is wider.

Colonization patterns

In the first experiment with aligned hemispheres, a very
regular and homogenous colonization pattern could be



Figure 5. Mean velocity field (u, w) in the vertical midplane located at y/h= 0 for (a) IVA6.5, (b) IVS6.5, (c) LVS6.5 and (d) IVS4.25. The velocity
components have been non-dimensionalized by the friction velocity u�z¼h
observed on the artificial cobbles (Figure 8): initial patches
located around two symmetric points in the front side of
the hemisphere, followed by a thin line between them,
before the biofilm spread over the whole hemisphere. The
location of the two symmetric points corresponds to the
two stagnation points identified in the near surface flow in
Figure 6a. In the second experiment with staggered hemi-
spheres, regular colonization patterns were also observed
in all sections (Figure 9). For all flow conditions, an initial
patch of biofilm was found at the front of the hemispheres,
corresponding to the stagnation point identified in the near
surface flow in Figure 6b–d. In the low velocity region
LVS6.5, an additional patch was also found at the rear of
the hemisphere, taking a half-crown shape that corresponds
to the rear low shear region also visible in Figure 6c and
discussed earlier. This patch was not observed in the
IVS4.25 and HVS2.5 flows.
In the second experiment, a spatial averaging of the colo-

nization pattern at day 5 was performed, by taking the
complete available hemispheres of Figure 9, subtracting
the image without biofilm taken at day 0 and selecting the
image of the red channel (one of the three channels for color
image coding using Red-Green-Blue (RGB) decomposition)
where the biofilm contrast was higher. Results are plotted in



Figure 6. Top view of the mean tangential velocity gradient on an hemisphere for (a) IVA6.5, (b) IVS6.5, (c) LVS6.5 and (d) IVS4.25. The velocity
gradient components have been non-dimensionalized by u�z¼h=h
the upper part of Figure 10, where the colonization patterns
are clearly put in evidence. The colonization patch near the
front stagnation point occupies an area at day 5 that de-
creases with increasing friction velocity. The crown-like
shape of the rear colonization patch for LVS6.5 is obvious,
whereas few biofilm seems to accumulate at the rear for
IVS4.25 and HVS2.75 flow regions.
The most colonized parts of the hemispheres were found

to correspond to the same maximal level of intensity regions
in the three colour channels for the three regions. Nude parts
(without biofilm) were associated with intensities close to
zero. Choosing the red channel (with best contrast) and ap-
plying a threshold at around 25% of the maximal intensity,
colonized regions could be extracted and plotted in the
lower part of Figure 9. An estimate of the colonized surface
on the hemisphere was then calculated by integrating the in-

tensity level with a weighting function 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� r=Rð Þ2

q
(to

take into account the projection of surfaces on the top view)
on a centred disc with 0< r/R< 0.95. Results of this integra-
tion are given in Table III, and they reflect the hemisphere
surface occupied by the biofilm. The surface of the
hemisphere is equal to 2πR2 = 23.25 cm2 with R as the geo-
metric mean of the radius Φ/2 and height h of the hemi-

spheres, that is, R ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Φ=2ð Þñhp

. In Table III, these
occupied surface estimations for day 5 are given, along with
dry mass measurements performed at day 7. While the occu-
pied surface estimate somewhat depends on the choice of
the intensity threshold (tested for values between 15% and
35% of the maximal intensity), the relative ratio of occupied
surface, taking experiment LVS6.5 as a reference, is found to
be roughly insensitive to the intensity threshold. In addition,
the relative area occupied by the biofilm is observed to be
in very good accordance with the relative ratio of dry
biomass. This supports the idea that biofilm is homoge-
neously distributed within the colonization pattern and
that the biofilm ‘thickness’ is constant at the early times
of initial growth.
DISCUSSION

A first comparison between experimental and numerical re-
sults for the structure of the turbulent boundary layer above



Figure 7. Top view of the isovalues of the mean local shear stress τ on a hemisphere for (a) IVA6.5, (b) IVS6.5, (c) LVS6.5 and (d) IVS4.25. The
values of the mean shear stress have been non-dimensionalized by μu�z¼h=h
the canopy (i.e. for z> h) for staggered and aligned config-
urations can be performed by analysing the values of the
log law parameters given in Table II ( zupLogLaw , d, z0, ks).
For staggered configurations with the same aspect ratio in
the experiments and the numerical simulations, that is,
IVS6.5 and IVS4.25, the values for these parameters are close
and in accordance with what is expected from literature for
such dense canopies, that is, d/h between 0.75 and 1.0,
and ks/h around unity (here, 0.7≤ ks/h≤ 0.8). For the
Figure 8. Top view of the biofilm pattern on hemispheres in the first exp
aligned configuration, values found for the log law parame-
ters in the numerical simulation are different from the pa-
rameters given in the experimental study of Graba et al.
(2010) at the beginning of the experiment. Indeed, the value
of the friction velocity at the beginning of the experiment
presented in Graba et al. (2010) was inferred from an expo-
nential fit applied to vertical profiles of urms, following Nezu
and Nakagawa (1993), and could have been over-estimated,
leading to biassed values for ks and d. Measurements at days
eriment IVA6.5 4 days (left) and 7 days (right) after inoculum



Figure 9. Top view of the biofilm pattern on hemispheres in the second experiment LVS6.5 (top), IVS4.25 (middle) and HVS2.75 (bottom) 5 days
(left) and 7 days (right) after inoculum
9 and 15 in this experimental work yield values of ks/h and
d/h in the range ks/h= [0.69� 1.01] and d/h= [0.71� 0.87],
respectively. While biofilm has already begun to grow at this
moment, the numerical simulation yields values of ks/h=0.68
and d/h=0.84 that are in better agreement with these later
experimental results. Of course, the near-hemisphere flow
topology is different in the roughness sublayer for staggered
or aligned configurations, with a mutual sheltering effect more
efficient in the aligned configuration. Yet, both the mixing
length and the pressure drag force [see the left term of
Equation 13] are expected to remain similar between
the two arrangements, thus leading to comparable values
of d/h and ks/h. This is indeed verified in the numerical
simulations (see, e.g. the values of ks and d for runs
IVA6.5 and IVS6.5 in Table II).
The influence of the Reynolds number on the log law
parameters can be investigated by comparing numerical simu-
lations with the same bed configuration and the same confine-
ment. Comparing LVS6.5 and IVS6.5, with roughness Reynolds
numberskþs ¼ u�ks=νequal to 216 and 575, respectively, [that
correspond to fully turbulent boundary layers ( kþs > 70 )]
shows that there is a slight but noticeable difference in the
value of ks [i.e. ks/h=0.8(0.7) fork

þ
s ¼ 216 575ð Þ]. This differ-

ence is due to a weak modification of the near-hemisphere
topology and the associated pressure drag. Although viscous
drag [see the right term of Equation 13] should be also differ-
ent for the two numerical simulations, it is negligible in com-
parison with the pressure drag because values of kþs are large.
The same Reynolds dependence of the flow topology behind a



Figure 10. Colonization patterns for LV, IV and HV (from left to right) sections in the second experiment. Top figures are the raw result, and
bottom figures are the results after a threshold filtering to capture the biofilm location (see text)
sphere in a uniform flow is observed and explains why the
drag coefficient CD also depends on the Reynolds number.
This CD dependence with Reynolds number would then yield
to different values of ks in a 1D vertical modelling of the
velocity profiles in the roughness sublayer (see Macdonald,
2000, for such modelling).
The influence of the confinement on the parameters of the

log law can be investigated by comparing numerical simula-
tions with the same bed configuration and turbulent
Reynolds number but with varying confinement D/h.
Comparing IVS6.5 and IVS4.25 (which correspond to similar
values of kþs , respectively, 470 and 575) does not reveal
any significant difference between the two confinements.
Florens (2010) showed that for a turbulent flow over an
array of cubes, confinement becomes significant for values
of h/D> 0.33 (or, equivalently, ks/D> 0.17) for which a
slight decrease of ks/h is expected while d/h remains
constant. Here, h/D≈ 0.15 and 0.23 for IVS6.5 and IVS4.25,
Table III. Comparison of dry biomass (measured on day 7) and
biofilm patch surface (estimated on day 5 by image processing
for the three flow regions of the second experiment

Flow type
Biofilm dry
biomass(mg)

Relative
biofilm dry
biomass(-)

Biofilm
occupied
area(cm2)

Relative
biofilm
occupied
area(-)

LVS6.5 16.1 ± 3.9 1 5.35 1
IVS4.25 3.9 ± 1.5 0.281 ± 0.16 1.65 0.31
HVS2.75 1.5 ± 0.5 0.107 ± 0.057 0.49 0.091

The surface of a hemisphere is equal to 23.25 cm2.
)

respectively. The confinement used in the experiments and
numerical simulations presented in this study is lower than
the critical value of 0.33, so we expect the log law parame-
ters to be independent of confinement. This is clearly visible
in the results of Table II.
All the results obtained from the analysis of the turbulent

boundary layer developing over two bed configurations for
different confinements and bulk velocities can be extended
to the flow topology inside the canopy region (i.e. z/h< 1).
In Figures 4 and 5, it becomes apparent that the flow topol-
ogy, non-dimensionalized by u*, strongly depends on the
hemisphere arrangement but remains roughly similar for
the various flow regimes and confinements. This statement
only holds for the flow pattern away from the solid
boundaries; close to the solid boundaries, boundary layers
develop, whose thickness depends strongly on the flow
regimes. As a consequence, this leads to different intensities
of the mean local shear stress τ, even when non-
dimensionalized by u�z¼h=h, as put in evidence in Figure 7
where isovalues of τ get closer as Ret = u

*h/ν increases.
The dependence of the dimensionless mean local shear

stress on the solid boundaries is of particular importance
for the biofilm colonization and early growth dynamics, be-
cause its ability to remain attached and grow on the hemi-
spheres is challenged by the local flow conditions. For
a boundary layer developing along a flat plate, laws for
the friction coefficient Cf ¼ 2τ= ρU2

ext

� �
(where Uext is

the external flow velocity) read Cf ¼ 0:664Re �1=2ð Þ
x and

Cf ¼ 0:0574Re �1=5ð Þ
x for laminar and turbulent flows, re-

spectively (where Rex=Uextx/ν). Deep inside the canopy, the
external flow for the boundary layer developing along the



Figure 11. Profile of the mean local shear stress τ on the hemisphere along the vertical midplane y/h= 0, for various scalings and flow regimes.
θ = 0 (π) corresponds to the front (back) of the hemisphere. τ is scaled by (a) uu*/h, (b) μu�Re0:5t =h and (c) μu�Re0:2t =h, respectively. The flow

regimes are LVS6.5 (solid line), IVS6.5 (dashed line) and IVS4.25 (dotted line), respectively

Figure 12. Same as Figure 11 with the best fit exponent (i.e. 0.26)
for the Re-influence
hemispheres scales as u*, and the corresponding laws for the

local shear stress would read τ= μu�=hð Þ ¼ 0:332Re1=2t and

τ= μu�=hð Þ ¼ 0:0287Re4=5t , respectively. However, because
the colonization begins around stagnation points in the exper-
iments, a more appropriate flow model would be the flow
around a stagnation point. For laminar flows, the law for the
friction coefficient leads to the same kind of scaling for τ/

(μu*/h), namely τ= μu�=hð Þ≈Re1=2t . For a turbulent laminar
boundary layer around a stagnation point, the shear distribu-
tion depends very strongly on the turbulence intensity of the
incident free stream. For a hemisphere deep inside the rough-
ness sublayer of a turbulent boundary layer, it is hard to
extrapolate any scaling from these studies on isolated bodies
in an external uniform flow.
In an attempt to capture the Ret dependence of the shear

stress patterns plotted in Figure 7, we plotted in Figure 11
the profiles of dimensionless mean shear stress along the
hemisphere in the middle vertical plane of symmetry. The
best collapse of these profiles on the same curve was
obtained by testing different values of n for a Rent depen-
dence, and an optimum was found for n = 0.26 (Figure 12).
Of course, the dimensionless shear stress on the hemi-
spheres, even scaled by μ u�=hð ÞRe0:26t , still exhibits a slight
dependence with the Reynolds number Ret because the flow
topology around the hemisphere is Ret dependent. However,
this scaling captures the overall shear stress intensity depen-
dence, which is sufficient to explain the biomass accrual de-
lay with increasing flow velocity in the three experiments of
Moulin et al. (2008) and Graba et al. (2013).
The fact that colonization occurs preferentially around

zero shear region indicates that a critical shear stress value
could be applied at fixed time to delimitate a colonization
pattern for the three different flow conditions. Around the
stagnation point, the shear stress distribution exhibits a
linear behaviour, as seen in Figure 12 for θ≈ 0.9. This reads
τ ¼ αrμu�Re0:26t =h, following the Ret dependence discussed
earlier, with α as a geometrical constant and r as the distance
from the stagnation point along the hemisphere surface. For
a fixed critical value of τ for colonized regions, the patch

area would scale as r2, yielding a u�Re0:26t

� ��2
dependence.

For the three experimental conditions of Moulin et al.
(2008) and Graba et al. (2013), this Reynolds dependence
would yield a relative colonized surface ratio equal to 1,
0.06 and 0.015, respectively. The apparent discrepancy with
measurements of biomass or estimated colonized surfaces
given in Table III is due to the fact that large patches are
already colonized in the LV flow region, for which the linear
development around stagnation points does not hold
anymore. Indeed, for IV and HV regions where the coloni-
zation is still confined to regions near the front stagnation
point, the prediction of the ratio between the two colonized
surfaces would be 0.06/0.015 = 4.0, in reasonable agreement



with biomass measurements and estimated colonization sur-
faces from photographies (with ratios equal to 1.2–5.4 and
3.4, respectively; see Table III).

CONCLUSIONS

We have performed direct numerical simulations of a turbu-
lent boundary layer flow over a bed of hemispheres (using
an IBM method) in order to get a better understanding of
the interaction between local hydrodynamics conditions
and the ability for the epilithic biofilm to colonize and grow
on a complex substrate. Detailed comparisons were made
with river biofilm growth experiments performed in a hy-
draulic flume. Flow statistics above the substrates are shown
to be in agreement with measurements performed by LDV
and PIV in the experiments.
Access to local information in the canopy region allowed

us to analyse the mean flow structure, turbulence statistics
and wall parameters for various bed configuration, confine-
ment and friction velocity. We found that the local wall
shear stress (near the substrate) is the crucial parameter in
the colonization and initial growth phases of biofilm.
Biofilm will tend to first colonize regions of low-to-moderate
wall shear stress and then spread over the whole substrate. The
location of the regions of low shear stress obtained from the
numerical simulations agrees reasonably well with that
of the colonization regions observed in the experiments (see,
e.g. Figure 7 versus Figures 8 and 10). This local shear stress
τ on the surface of the hemispheres is shown to scale as
μ u�=hð ÞRe0:26t , where Ret= u

*h/ν. The present scaling,
together with a fixed critical shear stress for colonization and
early growth, may explain the increasing delay in biomass
accrual with increasing flow velocity in the experiments.
Ongoing effort is performed to extend this analysis so as

to find a hydrodynamic criterion, which may allow to pre-
dict the possible surface of biofilm colonization on arbitrary
substrate. This criterion may then be used in predictive
models for biofilm biomass accrual.
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